Sauces Just Hoax (Bleep)

London—Two young Ismaili missionaries contended Friday night that they had been fired on their church in a small village in the Punjab province of India. They claimed that they had been shot at by police officers who had been sent to the area to suppress a recent riot.

The missionaries, who had been working in the Punjab for several days, reported that they were attacked by a group of about 50 men armed with guns. They said they had been able to escape without injury.

But the government denied the missionaries' claims, saying that there had been no incident in the area.

The missionaries were later found safe in a nearby village.

The incident is the latest in a series of clashes between the Ismaili community and the government in the Punjab, where tensions have been running high.

Walk-Out Appears Probable

The health ministry has decided to go on strike later today in a bid to force the government to enforce the new labor laws.

The ministry has been on strike for several weeks in an attempt to force the government to respect the laws, which were passed last year.

The ministry has said that it is willing to negotiate with the government, but that it cannot continue working under the current conditions.

The ministry's strike is expected to last for several days.

Network Ambush Indians—Pow—Wow

The network and the Indian community are at loggerheads over the new labor laws.

The network, which is owned by the Indian government, has refused to implement the new laws, saying that they are too restrictive.

The network has also been accused of censoring Indian news and promoting Western content.

The Indian community, on the other hand, is calling for the network to implement the laws and give them a voice in the country's media.

Runaway Boy Found

The police have found the boy who was reported missing last night.

The boy, 12, was last seen in the neighborhood of his home.

The police are now searching for him.

Weather Cool

The weather is expected to remain cool and dry today, with temperatures in the low 70s.

There is a chance of scattered showers, but they are not expected to cause any major disruptions.

Militants March On

A group of militants has announced plans to march on the capital city.

The group, which is a breakaway faction of the main militant organization, has been demanding the release of its leader, who is currently in prison.

The government has denied any knowledge of the plans.

The march is expected to draw a large crowd and could lead to further violence.

How Time Flies

The boys are growing up so fast. They are now in the fourth grade and seem to be growing taller every day.

Their teacher, Mrs. Johnson, has been keeping a close eye on them and is happy to see how much they have grown.

Mrs. Johnson has told them to continue working hard and to always strive to do their best.

The boys, in turn, have promised to do just that.

I Got It (Bleep)

The boys have been acting up a lot lately. They are always getting into trouble and seem to be out of control.

Their mother, Mrs. Johnson, is starting to worry about them.

She has told them that they need to shape up and start behaving properly.

The boys, however, seem to be ignoring her advice.

They are still acting up and giving her a lot of trouble.

The boys, in turn, have promised to do just that.
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Radical Group Asks Military Law Change

Network Weather

Labor Day

SNCC Link Bum Rap, Indians' Head Says

SNCC (Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee) leaders were criticized on Wednesday for their frequent use of violence and their supposed link to the Bum Rap, a group of protesters who have been involved in recent violent confrontations. The group, which includes young people from the American Indian Movement, was accused of using physical force to intimidate those who opposed them. The SNCC leaders denied the allegations, saying they were merely exercising their right to free expression.

TV Strike Ends With Recognition

A strike by television workers in New York City ended on Wednesday after the network agreed to recognize the union. The strike, which lasted for four weeks, was called by the Writers Guild of America over issues related to pay and working conditions. The network agreed to meet the union's demands, including a wage increase and improvements to the work environment.

City Due Award On Saving Lives

A local fire department was due to receive an award for their efforts in saving lives during a recent fire. The award, which is given annually to firefighters who exhibit exceptional heroism, was a testament to the dedication and bravery of the firefighters who risk their lives to protect the community. The city had expressed their appreciation for the actions of the firefighters.

Runaway

A young person was reported as a runaway from their home. The child, who was last seen on Monday, was described as having brown hair and green eyes. They were last seen wearing a red jacket and blue jeans. The family is seeking the public's help in finding their missing child.

OCC Begins Registration Today

The OCC (Oklahoma City University) began registration today. Students who have not yet registered are urged to do so as soon as possible. The university has set up a special wing for registration, and students can register either in person or online. The registration process is designed to be quick and easy, and students are encouraged to take advantage of it.

Right-Width Called 'Pleasy'

Right-width shoes are all the rage this season. They are called 'Pleasy' and are designed to provide comfort and style. The shoes come in a variety of colors and are available in both men's and women's sizes. They are made of high-quality materials and are guaranteed to last for years. Right-width shoes are the perfect choice for anyone looking for comfort and style.

Regulation Gym Suits

Approved School Colors

Hi or Low Top Basketball Shoes

People need money for all sorts of reasons. When you do, call Family. Your Family man will understand.
Editorials

We Must Stay Water Conscious

The drought is the worst since the 1930s, and the nation is facing a water crisis.

Enforce Low? How Quaint

It is astounding that this is an issue at all. A few years ago the drought was affecting our water supply. It is inexcusable that this has not been dealt with sooner.

State Editors Say

Billy Graham

My father always said, "If you don't think about the future, you have no present." It is our duty to think about the future.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Today's Problem: If You Value It, Run For Your Life

Inez Robb

Waiting For Other Shoe

Quotes

"Everyone thinks of changing the world. Few think of changing themselves." - Gandhi

Every Tuesday

Hugh E. Cosby

Business Review Editor

Quotes

"We believe in the power of positive thinking." - Tony Robbins

Business Review

Sensational Product Helps To Gain Weight

ServiceMaster Organization Has Cleaning And Repairing Services

National Pharmaceutical Association: Told Prescription Discounting Is Threat
It's How You Didn't Play That Counts

Cutchin Pleased With Backfield

Missouri Offense

King, Graebner Win

Cargo Sale

Saves on shipping to the Pacific Northwest and Great Coasts

Late Damascus Drive Snare Rich Aqueduct

State Teams In Winner's Class Finals

Two Inked By Citians

Sooner Push Scales Past Seven-Ton Mark

Feast Grasps for 24 Club Title

Kelley Grabs 24 Club Title

Bullfrockery Wins Tournament

Robertson Tops Land At Muskogee

3rd Round Battles

HORSE RACING

Continental Airlines

Carling Scores

COUPON SALES

CUTCarbon

GOODYEAR SPECIAL! 00 $0.99

BRING YOUR CAR WHERE THE EXPERTS ARE!
Large Turnout Presages the Most

U.S. Feeling Cautious About Vietnam Vote

The recent elections in the U.S. have been marked by a surge in voter turnout, with many people expressing concern about the situation in Vietnam. The vote was expected to be a significant indicator of the public's sentiment towards the war.

Two City Men Grab Sweepstakes Prizes

A recent sweepstakes has seen two city men claim the top prizes. The winners, who wished to remain anonymous, were overjoyed with their victories.

Peace Candidate Showing Big Election Surprise

The recent elections have seen a surprise victory by a peace candidate. The candidate's campaign, which focused on non-violent solutions, has caught the attention of many voters.

Rebellion Worsens In Congo

The rebellion in Congo has continued to worsen, with fighting breaking out in several areas.

NECCHI CABBINET

Back-to-School SALE

NECCHI CABBINET

Does All This Without Attachments to Buy

$88

$188

FREE Back-to-School SALE Special Classes for Preschool Children

LBJ Spends A Quiet Day

The President of the U.S. has spent a quiet day at his ranch, away from the bustling of Washington D.C.

State's Non-Farm Workers Increase

The number of non-farm workers in the state has seen a significant increase, indicating a robust economic recovery.

Mounties Drive Off Cyclists

Cyclists have been driven off the road by the Mounties, a measure taken to ensure the safety of both cyclists and motorists.

Cambepp On Guard Begins

Preparations for the upcoming campaign have begun, with various strategies being put in place.

First Lady Plans Talk

The First Lady has planned a talk, likely to address issues of importance to the nation.

World News Briefs

- African Unity Talks Open
- Fire Crews Beatting Blaze
- Pope Paul III With Favor
- Campbells On Guard Begins

GoFF'S SEWWING CENTER

Special Classes for Preschool Children

Goffs's Sewing Center

6728 NW 39th Street

Call Sue 7-1242
Spanish Dining Room

Here's the way to put beauty and quality in your dining area! Enjoy dining at the same level Black Maple, Oak, maple, chair or side bench, and more. Choose from the Spanish or Early American style. Table and chairs are available in a number of finishes. Stop in today to see all the choices available!

$129

OR

EARLY AMERICAN

YOUR CHOICE $129

Early American
Four Wicker Chairs with 42" Round Table. Beautiful design, handcrafted for lasting beauty. Turn it into a new table! $129

Early American
22" Round table with four solid Maple Wicker Chairs. Table has been updated and one new table! $129

Early American
Four solid Maple Wicker Chair and a 42" Round table. All handcrafted. $129

Early American
Dining Chair is the most beautiful. Chairs match. Here is one pair of the best $129. Round Table.

Spanish
Four Spanish Style Chairs with rectangular table. Chairs are designed in beautiful Black Maple. Add a mirror.

$129

OPEN TODAY 9 til 9

The Best For Your Home, From...

EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 So. Western